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Abstract: The bug localization problem has benefited from modern information
retrieval techniques, such as Latent Semantic Analysis. There are many factors that
influence the quality of results of this approach, such as, stop-words, term-document
matrix transformations, dimensionality reduction and filtering criteria of the corpus.
In this paper, we study the effect of different combinations for these factors on the im-
pact of the accuracy of the query results in the proposed technique for bug localization.
Bugs of three real-world software systems were analyzed with different combinations
of input parameters for the LSA technique. Our results suggest that the term-document
matrix transformations and filtering criteria of the corpus have major influence in the
quality of the result and that the combination of adequate individual parameter val-
ues does not necessarily produce the best combination. Furthermore, some general
guidance for parameterization of the LSA technique for bug localization could also be
suggested from the observed results.
1 Introduction
One important problem in program comprehension is the localization of bugs in source
code. A starting point for this task is generally the report of the bug. An assumption to design
a helpful approach to find the bug in the source code is that the terms used in the report of
the bug may have some similarity degree with the terms of the source code fragments related
to the bug, because the scope of bug searching could be narrowed or driven by a ranked list
of code elements resulted from a query using bug terms in the indexed space of source code
terms. The advance of techniques for Information Retrieval - IR has opened opportunities to
this problem [1, 2, 3].
Even though important results were achieved during the last decade, there are some
external factors that may hinder the application of IR techniques for bug localization. For
instance, if terms used in the source code are extremely codified, then it is hard to expect
that natural language terms of the user would match those coded terms. But even when terms
used in source code are adherent to user’s terms, internal factors of the information retrieval
technique are also expected to influence on the result of localization. Indeed, De Lucia et
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al. [4] found evidences that the IR engine is an influence factor on the retrieval accuracy.
The effective use of information retrieval techniques still seems to depend on tuning internal
components of the IR engine, but also on tuning input parameters for the engine.
This paper focuses on the study of different combination of input parameters for an
information retrieval technique and their influence on the accuracy of the query results. Latent
semantic indexing has been extensively studied as a possible alternative for feature location
and was chosen as the target IR technique for this study [3, 5, 6].
There are several parameters that can influence the results of an IR technique in gen-
eral contexts, such as the dimensionality reduction, or even in the software maintenance con-
text [7, 8]. This work will focus on the influence of input parameters of LSI techniques to the
accuracy and performance of bug localization activity.
Our hypothesis for this study is that weighting functions for term-document matrix
and filtering methods of the corpus can have an important influence on the performance of
the LSI approach to help bug localization.
The rationale for the hypothesis of weighting functions is based on the fact that dif-
ferent types of terms do not have the same level of importance in the source code. Are the
names of methods as important as the name of local variables when describing the semantics
of a source code “document”? Can be the same asked for the class names? One goal of this
paper is to evaluate if different weighting functions for terms extracted from method and class
names have impact on the result of the performance of the LSI method.
The rationale for the hypothesis of corpus filtering is that, especially for bug local-
ization, it is not necessary to search for the bug in the whole source code. There are some
possible filters that may reduce the search space and this reduction may provide better search
results. In this paper, we will evaluate two possibilities for filtering the source code, and
assess the impact of this filtering on the execution time of the approach and on the precision
and recall of the LSI results. This hypothesis would be possibly rejected because when the
source code is filtered, the code with bug may be removed from the search space having a
negative impact in recall.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the study setting is presented includ-
ing some background about the whole process. In Sections III and IV, we present the results
and discussion of the experimental study, respectively. In Section V, discuss the threats to
validity and finally in Section VI and VII, related work and conclusions are presented.
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2 The Study Setting
This section describes the proposed bug localization process, detailing the proposed
experimental setting.
2.1 The Bug Localization Process
The bug localization process using an IR technique resembles the process of finding
information in the Web using a search engine. The chosen IR engine for this study is LSI
[9]. Although there is no fundamental reason for preferring LSI to other IR methods, since
other approaches would be also be considered, LSI is a reasonably well-studied technique
for traceability recovery [10, 11, 4] and the results have shown that it addresses problems of
polysemy and synonymy and also it has worked better than vector space models and Bayesian
classifiers [5].
Figure 1 shows the main elements of the bug localization process used in this study.
There are two main elements in this process: corpus creation and query formulation.
2.2 Corpus creation
Before the user can enter queries in the search engine, the software repository must be
indexed according the chosen IR method. An important problem before the indexation pro-
cess is the corpus creation. Figure 1 shows that corpus creation consists of corpus extraction
and corpus filtering. In corpus extraction, the source code is parsed and the documents are
extracted. Each document may be an entity of the source code (such as a class or a method).
In this study, we have considered that a document will correspond to all terms of a method
implementation, including the comments, because it seems reasonable for the developer to
have an indication of which method(s) contains the bug. Other works that used the method
implementation granularity [5, 8].
General processes do not filter the corpus, i.e., all the extracted corpus is searched. In
this study, we will analyze if different alternatives of corpus filtering may have influence on
the result of bug localization. The use or not of these filters can be considered a calibration
parameter of bug localization approach. In this paper, two filters are studied, namely QTL
and ET, and they will be explained in the section that describe the parameters investigated in
this work.
2.3 The query formulation process
Other important element in the bug localization process is the query formulation. Bad
queries in traditional web searches result in a bad list of results. Experienced users have
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Figure 1: The bug localization process
success to get the desired results when using a web search engine because of their ability
to choose better keywords. This is not different in the bug localization process. In order
to reduce the influence of the query formulation process in this study, we devote the next
subsection to define a systematic process to formulate the query. We neither advocate in this
work that this query formulation process is perfect, nor that we will study the influence of
different strategies of query formulation in the performance of the bug localization process.
The goal of having a systematic process is just to have a uniform choice of query terms when
searching for the localization of different bugs in different systems, so that the experiment
can be reproducible. The input for a query formulation is the bug description available in the
bug repository. Bug descriptions used in this study have a short description and a detailed
description. Figure 3 shows an example of a bug description for ArgoUML in the first three
lines of the table. Figure 2 shows the query formulation process. There filters are applied in
the bug description in order to extract the term of the query:
1. Filtering relevant sentences. Leave sentences related to the failure reproduction. Sen-
tences with the following content should be removed from bug description: name of
the software, information of software and OS version, bug identification numbers, in-
put data provided as example, error confirmation, redundant scenarios confirming that
the error is actually present, preferences on behavior and other related errors. In the
detailed description of Figure 3, two sentences were filtered in this step, because they
have descriptions of a related error, a version number and a preferred behavior.
2. Filtering classified terms. Select and classify terms from the sentences previously
selected into the following categories:
(a) Where the failure occurs?
(b) Which verb characterizes the action that triggers the failure?
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Figure 2: Query Formulation Process
(c) Which are the involved parts of the software?
In Figure 3, an example of this filter is shown in lines 4-6 of the table.
3. Normalization of selected terms. Express terms in singular form. Separate Camel-
Case terms preserving the original form. Separate compound words preserving the
original one. Separate hyphenated terms. Transform to lower case. Correct typos.
Maintain abbreviations. Remove repeated terms. In Figure 3, the final query resulted
from this normalization is shown in line 7.
2.4 The Investigated Parameters
Some factors are known to influence the performance of the LSI method. In this
study, we decided to select specific factors for maintenance tasks, such as different criteria
for corpus creation, in combination with general factors, such as, the use of stop-words,
weighting transformations for the term-document matrix and the dimensionality reduction
parameter (k) for LSI.
Different criteria for corpus creation are defined as different filters to be applied in the
corpus extracted from the entire source code. The result of filter application is the removal
of some documents. Two filters for removing documents (methods) from the analysis will be
studied:
1. Execution Trace Filter (ET) is a filter based on removing methods (documents) that
do not occur in an execution trace that reproduce the bug.
2. Query-term-like Filter (QTL) is a filter based on execution trace and query terms.
This filter enhances the previous filter removing all methods that have no relation with
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Figure 3: An Example of Query Formulation
any of the terms of the query. Let t be a stemmed query term and t′ be a method term.
The criterion for a method having a relation with a query is that for some t of a query,
it should be a case insensitive substring of some t′ of the method.
The choice of the stop-words set will also consider the specificity of software systems
and there will be three possibilities for the stop-words set:
1. English language stop-words (ESTW). The words used in this study were collected
from the Information Retrieval Group at University of Glasgow2.
2. Java language stop-words (JSTW). The words used in this study are the keywords of
the Java language.
3. (AllSTW). The union set of Java and English stop-words.
The study will consider some weighting mechanisms for the term-document matrix. Com-
mon weighting mechanisms are tf (term frequency) or tf-idf (term frequency-inverse docu-
ment frequency). The proposed weighting mechanisms that will be studied are based on the
intuitive idea that once the developer is trying to find the method where the bug is located, if
2http://ir.dcs.gla.ac.uk/resources/linguistic_utils/stop_words
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he/she enters a query with the exact name of a method, then the corresponding method should
be the best ranked one. So, terms that occur in names of methods and classes should have
greater weight. These weighting mechanisms can be applied considering the term obtained
from the class name (CN), from the several terms (fragments) that compose a class name
(FCN), and the same for method names (MN and FMN, respectively). The weighting scheme
adds to the term frequency, the value of the greatest frequency of a term in all documents
multiplied by 2. This guarantees that this “weighted" term has higher relevance among the
others in that document (method). The dimensionality reduction parameter (k) will be studied
with common values adopted in the literature, such as, 100, 200 and 300 [7]. According to
De Lucia and et al. (2007), the k value should be large enough to fit all independent concepts
(a concept tries to cluster related terms to a document and tries to cluster related documents
to a term) and small enough in order to do not fit unimportant details and sampling error. In
one of their case studies, they studied k as 10 to 100% of the number of documents (150) and
observed that for k > 30 (20%) the results are similar. In other case studies, they used k =
123 (=40% of 309 documents). ArgoUML has around 15000 methods and JEdit around 6000
methods. We preferred using 100, 200 and 300 because [Dumais, 1992] reported on good
results for 20000 to 220000 documents using k between 235 and 250 concepts.
2.5 Research Questions
The following research questions are posed:
• RQ1: Concerning two different systems, ArgoUML and JEdit, is there any combination
of parameters that would produce the best query results for both systems?
• RQ2: Are the proposed filters aiming at reducing the corpus worthwhile for both sys-
tems?
2.6 Experimental Setup for RQ1
Concerning RQ1, 10 bugs of the ArgoUML system and 10 bugs of the JEdit were
selected to assess the influence of the parameter values. The bugs were selected randomly,
but they should satisfy some restrictions, such that:
• they should be reproducible because the filters of the corpus require the reproduction
of the bug to extract the trace information;
• the information about which methods were changed to perform the correction should
also be available to evaluate the quality of the ranked list based on the position of these
methods. This restriction has limited the number of bugs used in this experiment.
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The corpus was indexed with the several combinations of the seven parameters. These
parameters are the independent variables of the study. The possible values for each factor
are k = {300, 200, 100}, CN = {0, 1}, FCN = {0, 1}, MN = {0, 1}, FMN = {0, 1}, STW =
{ESTW, JSTW,AllSTW}, Corpus Filtering = {ET,QTL}. Indeed, there are 288 com-
binations of these values. For each bug, the query formulation process was applied and the
query terms were collected. For each one of those combinations, the LSI engine was config-
ured and the queries were processed.
The dependent variable is the accuracy of the result. In the case of using IR techniques
for bug localization, the result will be a ranked list of documents which have better similarity
with the query. As a matter of fact, the bug may be located in several parts of the program,
so the ranked list of methods should have ideally the several methods with bugs located in
the first positions of the list. Moreover, one approach to assess the accuracy of the ranked list
of methods is to evaluate the position of all methods with bug in the list. However, another
approaches [5, 8] argues that the IR technique should indicate just one method with bug and
the user would find the other methods using the first method that effectively contained the
bug. We consider that both approaches are valid and they will be studied in the evaluation.
The bugs for ArgoUML used in this study were extracted from argouml.tigris.org
bug/issue repository. The extracted issues for ArgoUML and the corresponding new revisions
were: issue 5038: revision 15156, issue 5280: revision 15501, issue 5266: revision 15427,
issue 5115: revision 15145, issue 5160: revision 15090, issue 5202: revision 15169, issue
5229: revision 15234, issue 5387: revision 15689, issue 4430: revision 15750 and issue:
5591: revision 16518. The bugs for JEdit were extracted from the Tracker repository at
sourceforge.net. The IDs of the bugs were 2173087, 2819438, 2823909, 1538720, 1534016,
2089713, 2946203, 2045733, 2781716 and 2881152 .
The strategy to answer the RQ1 was conducted as follows. For each bug of each
system and for each possible combination of parameter values, a ranked list of methods was
produced after querying the corpus with corresponding input query defined for each bug.
In each ranked list, the methods containing the bugs were found using the bug fixing
information. Ideally, the methods with bugs should be in the first positions of the list. Con-
sidering that the developer would try to find the bug analyzing the first method in the list, and
then the second method, and so on until the bug is found, the strategy to find the best combi-
nation was computing, for each combination, the sum of methods necessary to be checked in
order to find all 10 bugs using a specific combination of parameters.
Considering that the answer to RQ1 is that there is no best combination that could
be used equally for both systems, we could further investigate how the parameters behave
together. In this case, we perform other analysis to identify a combination (or a set of com-
bination) that are reasonable to use in most of the cases, or that the software engineer could
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Figure 4: Scattering of Number of Methods (Precision) per Rank Position
use as a default combination for those systems. This analysis will use two strategies based
on a predominance analysis and on the overall accuracy of the combination. The definition
of the default combination for both systems will use the results of both strategies. The first
strategy isolates each parameter and verifies which values for it produce a better result for
one combination of the other parameters. The parameter value that produces more better re-
sults than the other values is the predominant value for that parameter. In this strategy, we
compare how each possible value of a parameter behaves with all possible combinations for
the other parameters. For each combination of the other parameters, we have varied the value
of the studied parameter and calculated which value is winner for each combination. This
winner parameter value is the one which requires fewer methods to be analyzed considering
the corresponding ranked list. All methods with bugs were considered in the calculation.
The strategy counts how many times a specific parameter value wins and the predominant
parameter value is the one that wins most.
The second strategy is based on the overall analysis of the total number of methods
required to check for a bug in the ranked list. The difference between these strategies is that
the first does not take into account on how much a parameter value wins, but only in how
many times it wins. Since the second strategy count all methods required to check for a
specific parameter value, it will balance on how much a parameter value is good or not.
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2.7 Experiment Setup for RQ2
The analysis of the corpus filters ET and QTL was compared with the use of no filter-
ing mechanism. This is the independent variable.
To evaluate if the proposed filters for reducing the corpus are worthwhile, we proposed
the analysis of the following dependent variables:
• execution time for indexing and searching;
• accuracy of the ranked methods.
To evaluate these variables, 3 bugs of JEdit and 3 bugs of the J text editor for Armed
Bear Common Lisp3 , J for short, were selected. The bugs for J also were extracted from the
SourceForge Tracker. A limiting factor for the choice of these bugs was the necessity to index
the whole source code to compare with the filtered source code. ArgoUML was not used in
this study because it was not possible to index the whole system using the LSA package of the
statistical software R. The trial execution stopped when the memory allocation reached the
maximum of 7932Mb available on a desktop computer. So, this study was carried out with
the JEdit and ArmedBear-J. The JEdit bug IDs used in this study were 2173087, 2819438,
2823909 and for J were 1175869, 648046, 761918.
3 Results
3.1 RQ1: Analysis of the Best Combination
The combinations were ranked and the best ones are shown in Table 1. In other words,
for ArgoUML, considering we were searching for only one method with bug (column Tar-
get) and the filter QTL was applied, the configuration that resulted in the lowest number of
methods necessary to check in order to find a bug is k = 200, CN = 1, FCN = 0, MN =
0, FMN = 0 and STW = All. So, this was the best configuration and the mean number of
methods per bug necessary to analyze was 9.1. In fact, Table 1 is a simplified view of Figure
4 concerning the best combination of parameters. The quality of combination of parameters
is measured with the sum of the number of methods necessary to check to localize all stud-
ied bugs of a system. For instance, in order to find a method that contain a bug for all 10
bugs studied for Argo using the QTL filter (Figure 4, left-upper hand side), the minimum
number of methods necessary to check were 91 methods, using k=200, CN=true, FCN=false,
MN=false, FMN=false and STW=All. In other words, for ArgoUML, considering we were
searching for only one method with bug (column Target) and the filter QTL was applied, the
3http://armedbear-j.sourceforge.net
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System Target Filter K CN FCN MN FMN STW #Meths.
Argo
1st Meth.
QTL 200  # # # All 91
ET 300  # # # All 87
All Meth.
QTL 300  #  # All 104
ET 300  # # # All 107
JEdit
1st Meth.
QTL 300     Java 75
ET 300     All 78
All Meth.
QTL 300 #    Java 180
ET 300 #    All 169
Table 1: Parameter Values of Best Combinations
configuration that resulted in the lowest number of methods necessary to check in order to
find a bug is k = 200, CN = 1, FCN = 0, MN = 0, FMN = 0 and STW = All. So, this was
the best configuration and the average number of methods per bug necessary to analyze was
9.1. With the other combinations of parameters, it was necessary to check more methods, and
with the worst combination of parameters it was necessary to check 291 methods (could be
seen in Figure 4).
Figure 4 shows the scatter-plot (with a box-plot) of the number of methods necessary
to analyze to find the bug considering all analyzed bugs of ArgoUML and JEdit. Notice
that the best combination for ArgoUML using QTL filter required 91 methods to find the 1st
method with bug, considering the 10 bugs, and the worst combination required 291 methods.
This result shows the importance of choosing adequate parameters to calibrate the technique
because choosing inadequate parameters may degrade considerably the accuracy of the query
result. We can observe a linear degradation in almost all situations.
The first part of first research question can be straightforwardly answered negatively
with the results shown in Table 1, because there is no consensus for the parameters values.
The value for k was predominantly 300, but k=200 produced better results in some conditions.
Using the weighting function CN predominantly produced the best results, but for JEdit and
considering we want the localization of all methods with bugs, the best results were achieved
when CN was not used. For ArgoUML, the absence of the weighting functions FCN, MN
and FMN predominantly produced the best results, but for JEdit these weighting functions
produced the best results.
3.2 Predominance analysis - parameter values that wins most
In this analysis, the best parameter values are the ones that have won more than oth-
ers. Figure 5a shows the results of predominant values considering QTL corpus filtering and
Figure 5b shows the results considering ET corpus filtering. The results are reported below.
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(a) QTL Filtering
(b) ET Filtering
Figure 5: Predominance of Parameter Values
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For the dimensionality reduction parameter, we observed that k=300 have higher pre-
dominance regardless the studied system and regardless the corpus filtering approach. Indeed,
k=300 had better performance with filtering using only execution traces (ET) because this ap-
proach has a less aggressive filtering mechanism and it is reasonable to argue that greater k
works better with a greater corpus.
For the stop-word parameter, we observed that the studied systems impose important
influence in the selection of the stop-word criterion. JEdit’s results with Java stop-words were
much better and highly predominant. In ArgoUML, Java stop-words had a very poor result,
and the use of English stop-words is preferred with this system.
For the class name weighting parameter, we observed that the use of weight was
predominant only for ArgoUML. For JEdit using this weighting criterion was indifferent,
because the absence of weighting also was not predominant. So, we could recommend the
use of weight function parameter.
For the class name fragments weighting parameter, the observation was almost the
same as the class name factor. Indeed, even for ArgoUML the weighting function parameter
is not as strong as using the class name weighting function, and for JEdit, it has won in
47,3% using QTL filter and 45.8% using ET filter. We could recommend the use of this
weight function for ArgoUML but not for JEdit.
For the method name weighting parameter, the observation was that its use has pre-
dominantly better results in both systems. Interestingly, JEdit, which did not have much
influence with class name weighting, is highly influenced by the method name weighting
function, even more than ArgoUML. We could recommend the use of this weight function
for both systems.
Finally, for the method name fragment weighting parameter, we also observed that
weighted method names fragments have high predominance in JEdit, even more than method
name weighting. However, for ArgoUML, weighted method name fragments were only
slightly predominant. We could recommend the use of this weight function, strongly for
JEdit and weakly for ArgoUML.
Concluding, if we consider predominant parameter values that have more than 50%
of better results, independently of the system and filter, then we could indicate a predominant
better configuration for this study: k=300, CN=1, MN=1,FMN=1.
Indeed, we can see in Table 1 that this combination gives the best result for JEdit
when considering the localization of only the first method. However, as we have already
commented in the beginning of this section, this is not the best combination in all cases.
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Table 2: General Ranking for JEdit and Argo + QTL and ET + First and All Methods
(a) Ranking
RANK K MN FMN STW CN FCN Meths.
1 300 1 1 3 0 1 1026
2 300 1 1 1 1 1 1040
3 300 0 1 3 1 1 1042
4 300 1 1 2 1 1 1067
5 300 0 1 1 1 1 1069
6 300 0 1 3 0 1 1069
7 300 0 1 2 1 1 1081
8 300 1 1 1 0 1 1101
9 200 0 1 3 0 1 1103
10 200 1 1 3 0 1 1110
11 200 0 1 3 1 1 1131
12 300 0 1 1 0 1 1133
13 300 1 1 2 0 1 1135
14 300 0 1 2 0 1 1152
(b) Correlation of parameters





PC 0.00 0.00 0.00
1.00 1.00 1.00
PFC 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Meths. -0.37 0.01 -0.39 -0.16 -0.31
0.00 0.91 0.00 0.056 0.00
Cell Contents: Pearson correlation
P-Value
3.3 The parameter values that produce an overall lower effort
In this strategy, we have produced a general rank for the combination of the parame-
ters: dimensionality reduction, weighting functions and stop-words. There are 144 possible
combinations for these values. There are three variables to analyze each combination: sys-
tem (ArgoUML or JEdit), target of search (only the first method with bug or all methods with
bug), corpus filter (QTL or ET). In Table 2a, we show the rank of the 10% best combinations.
The rank is computed based on the column Meths., which the sum of all number of meth-
ods returned by all possible variations of each combination (system, target and filter). So,
this table represents an overall result for each combination. It is interesting to note that the
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Table 3: Ranking for JEdit or Argo + QTL and ET + First and All Methods
(a) Correlation of parameters - ArgoUML
K MN FMN CN FCN
Meths. -0.46 -0.12 0.18 -0.24 -0.49
0.00 0.15 0.03 0.004 0.00
(b) Correlation of parameters - JEdit
K MN FMN CN FCN
Meths. -0.18 0.08 -0.57 -0.06 -0.09
0.03 0.34 0.00 0.51 0.31
Table 4: Ranking for JEdit/Argo, QTL/ET, First Method or All Methods
(a) Correlation of parameters - First Method
K MN FMN CN FCN
Meths. -0.31 0.06 -0.45 -0.19 -0.32
0.00 0.49 0.00 0.02 0.00
(b) Correlation of parameters - All Methods
K MN FMN CN FCN
Meths. -0.42 -0.04 -0.32 -0.13 -0.29
0.00 0.66 0.00 0.12 0.001
best ranked combination is similar to the proposed combination in the previous section, i.e.,
k=300, CN=1, MN=1,FMN=1.
Nonetheless, we conducted a Pearson correlation analysis of the parameters values
among themselves and especially with the column Meths., which result is shown in Ta-
ble 2b. The results have shown that the parameters are not correlated with themselves (P-
value = 1.0). A negative correlation indicates that a higher dimensionality reduction or the
use of a weighting function is correlated with lower number of methods to be checked. A
statistically significant correlation should have P-value ≤ 0.05. The parameters that had sig-
nificant correlation were k and FMN, which are in the predominant combination shown in
the previous subsection. Interestingly, although the use of the weighting function MN has
predominantly won, there was no correlation of their use with fewer methods to be checked.
CN have correlation at P-value = 0.056, but rigorously the common accepted value should
be P-value ≤ 0.05. For our proposes, we argue that it is reasonable to accept this value be-
cause this is just one approximation of which default value should be used, and not a value
that should strictly obey a statistic rule. Other interesting result is that the weighting func-
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tion FCN, although not predominant, has a significant negative correlation. A possible cause
is that the predominance analysis did not take into account the difference on the number of
methods when winning or losing.
Table 3a and 3b are useful to identify if there are significant differences between the
variables System. Table 3a shows that there is a significant correlation of parameters k, FMN,
CN and FCN. This result is consistent with the general case, except that was found a negative
correlation for the weighting function CN indicating that the use of CN produces a better re-
sult for ArgoUML. The comparison with the predominance analysis shows equivalent results
for k, FMN and CN for the general case, and specifically for FCN for the case of ArgoUML.
Interestingly, the predominance of MN did not reflected into a negative correlation as we
could expect. Table 3b shows that there is a significant correlation of only of parameters k
and FMN. This result is consistent with the general case, except that was found no correla-
tion for the weighting function FCN indicating that it is not recommended the use of FCN for
JEdit. The weighting function MN did not correlate negatively as we could expect from the
predominance analysis. The weighting function CN did not correlate, but it was borderline
in the predominance analysis for JEdit.
Table 4a shows that there is a significant correlation of parameters k, FMN, CN and
FCN. This result is consistent with the general case, except that was found a negative corre-
lation for the weighting function CN indicating that the use of CN produces a better result for
the developer is looking just for the first method. Table 4b shows that there is a significant
negative correlation of parameters k, FMN and FCN. This result is fully consistent with the
general case.
3.4 RQ2: Analysis of Corpus Filtering
Despite of the fact, that we could not index the whole corpus of ArgoUML, we have
accounted the number of documents and terms that were filtered using ET and QTL filters.
Figure 6 shows the number of documents of ArgoUML and JEdit, both before and after
applying the respective filters. The results show a significant reduction in the number of
documents after filtering. Figure 7 shows a similar behavior for the number of terms. These
results suggest that the obtained reduction would have an important impact in the final result
of the queries. Figure 8a shows the number of documents of the corpus of JEdit and J for the
revisions corresponding to each bug analyzed. The number of documents for different bugs of
the same system is different because the execution traces used in the filtering mechanisms are
different for each bug. So, since each document corresponds to a method, the called methods
are different from one bug reproduction to another. The results are shown when no filter was
applied, and when the ET and QTL filter were applied. It is important to note that the plot is
in logarithmic scale showing a major reducing of the size of corpus using the execution trace
filters.
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Figure 6: Number of Documents: before filtering, after ET filter and after QTL filter
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Figure 7: Number of Terms: before filtering, after ET filter and after QTL filter
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(a) Number of documents in the corpus
(b) Elapsed time to index and process
(c) Precision of the queries - J and JEdit
Bug ALL ET QTL
JEdit B1 0.2 0.25 0.25
JEdit B2 4.65E-04 0.002 0.143
JEdit B3 0.002 0.083 0.167
J B1 0.006 0.023 0.030
J B2 0.177 0.833 0.833
J B3 0.010 0.039 0.037
(d) Precision values
Figure 8: Results of Corpus Filters
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Figure 8b shows the execution time to index the respective corpus using the same
filters. It is also shown in logarithmic scale. There is a strong correlation between the size of
the corpus and the execution time.
Figures 8c and 8d shows the result of precision of the query results for different fil-
tering approaches. The values were calculated using average precision [12]. It was expected
that the reduction of the corpus could enhance significantly the precision. Indeed, the results
have shown that the filters provide better precision in all cases. There is an important gain in
all cases, except for the bug 1 of JEdit, where the precision of ET and QTL was 0.25 and the
precision of no filtering was 0.2. Although, the results have shown that the QTL Filter had
produced equal or better precision, the difference was mostly significant for bugs 2 and 3 of
JEdit.
4 Discussion
Concerning RQ1, the results presented previously have shown that different systems
may require different parameter values to get better accuracy. This situation suggests that the
software engineers should reproduce similar analysis as ours to find which parameter value is
best suited to their system. However, this may be a laborious task that may hinder the adoption
of IR engines. The results also have shown that different analysis strategies can produce
different conclusions. So, we decided to provide the intersection of both strategies to indicate
a confident default recommendation. In the Table 5, we provide a pictorial recommendation
of each parameter value that software engineer may use by default and still get good results.
For K and FMN, the result is unanimous. The use of CN and FCN is strongly recommended
for Argo but also is borderline for JEdit, so we decided to recommend it by default, although
their signifance is inconclusive. The use of the weighting function MN was also inconclusive.
Concerning RQ2, the results of this study show how the corpus filtering has influence
in the execution time to index and process the corpus and in the precision of the query results.
This seems to be an obvious result, however it is important to note that in the case of filtering
approach it should be expected some degradation in recall. The interesting result is that the
proposed filters did not significantly affect the recall, except in one case: the bug 3 of J has
6 methods that needed to be fixed. After applying the QTL filter, one of these methods has
been discarded. For all other 22 bugs analyzed, the ET and QTL filters removed no method
on which the bug was located, i.e., yielding a 100% recall.
Moreover, the QTL filter consistently had better performance than the ET filter.
Our conclusion suggests that based on the previous results the use of QTL or ET filters
is strongly recommended against the use of no filter.
Another point of discussion is that other approaches [5, 8, 2] have applied the filters
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Table 5: Default Recommendation
Strategy System K CN FCN MN FMN
Pred. Analysis Argo 200     JEdit 300 G# #   
Overall Effort
Argo 300   #  
JEdit 300 # # #  
Both 300   #  
Default Recommendation 300   -  
after ranking the documents with the IR engine. However in our approach, we decided to
perform a different strategy: apply the filters before indexing the documents with the IR
engine. Apparently, the hypothesis that this kind of ordering seems to be invalid because it
has been recognized that the larger the collection of documents, the better accuracy achieved
in the queries. In fact, our results have shown that this situation is not necessarily true and
our nip-in-the-bud strategy should be considered in a customized analysis of the system.
5 Threats to Validity
One threat is related with the size of our sample. We considered 20 bugs from 2
different systems. As a matter of fact, a large number of bugs would reduce the bias caused by
the variation caused in the query formulation process. To alleviate this bias, at least we have
proposed a systematic way to extract the query terms to guarantee some fairness among the
queries of different bugs, but still the choice of terms is a threat to validity. In fact, although a
larger sample would provide more confidence in the results, the used sample was sufficient to
show that there is no best combination of parameters values that can be used in any case, even
for systems in a similar domain. The analysis of the proposed corpus filters also suffer from
this limitation because ArgoUML bugs could not be used. The experiment was run using the
LSA package of the R statistical software. We had no control on the implementation of this
package, and we cannot guarantee that a native implementation of LSI would provide better
results on performance and index the whole ArgoUML corpus. However, the results on the
performance and precision of the corpus filters suggest a plausible confidence despite of the
small sample. The respective results on recall are a bit more sensitive in this case.
Other threats are: 1) the query formulation process is not entirely automated and thus
may introduce the experimenter bias; 2) the studied systems were only written in Java; 3) the
vocabulary of the source code may dramatically influence the experiment.
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6 Threats to validity.
Even with the careful planning and execution of the experiments, some factors should
be considered in the evaluation of the results validity.
6.1 Internal Validity
• Individual differences among the participants. The actions to minimize these differ-
ences were the analysis and classification of the capability of each participant to gener-
ate fairly balanced groups and also a random selection of which group the participant
should be included.
• The participants’ understanding about the dynamic approach may vary during the train-
ing. We tried to minimize this using the same printed material for everybody and prac-
ticing with the tools and approach before the experiment session.
• Subjectivity degree in the definition of which code elements are relevant for an activity.
The result of some maintenance activities does not have a unique and correct answer.
Developers may propose different, but correct results for the same activity.
• Inexperienced participants concerning the proposed approach. The comparison of the
performance of the Control group, which had a familiar use of the traditional Eclipse-
based approach with the performance of groups that do not have the long term experi-
ence of using a new approach may not be totally fair. We can consider that the results
could be even better for Traces groups.
6.2 External Validity
Some other factors limit the generalization of the results like:
• The number of participants in each group for an activity. As in any statistical study,
the larger and more representative is the sample, the stronger are the evidences. In
fact, if the results were only analyzed separately for each activity, then this would be
more sensitive. However, the results were analyzed considering the set of 4 tasks. This
setting accounts for 12 observations for each group and 36 observations for the whole
study. Moreover, the impact of the use of trace information (Simple or Enhanced)
were analyzed with 24 observations. These numbers are significant considering related
work. In [13], the authors show that only 6 out of the 114 selected papers in the above
area were published using empirical evalution based on human subjects. From these
6 papers, only Quante’s work has used more than 9 human subjects in the experiment
[14]. In Quante’s work, 25 students have participated in the main experiment. In our
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work, 27 developers have participated in the main experiment, so in this aspect, our
work seems to be a clear contribution to this field compared to the state-of-art work.
• The representativeness of target systems. Although the system used in the first task is
a home made system, JHotdraw and ArgoUML are well-known systems widely used
in other empirical studies. Indeed, the number and domain of the used system limit the
generalization of our results.
• The selected maintenance tasks. Although the maintenance tasks were chosen to be
quite different from each other, it is not possible to generalize for the whole universe
of possible maintenance tasks. Nonetheless, our results have shown a reasonable level
of variability in the tasks results that enabled the qualitative discussion of important
points.
• Only the Java programming language and Eclipse development environment were con-
sidered in this. Some of our results would be different if other languages and envi-
ronments were used. For example, different languages may support different types of
dependencies; different development environments may summarize and present code
in different ways.
6.3 Construct Validity
Concerning our measurement framework there some issues to be pointed:
• The experimenter also has defined the dynamic approach being evaluated.
• An internally developed execution trace approach was used to represent the concept of
using execution trace information. Since, there are no widely recognized tool support
for this kind of approach, any other adopted solution would incur in similar threat. We
tried to minimized this issue using well known tools and concepts during the definition
our the studied approaches.
7 Related Work
Information retrieval methods have been largely applied in software maintenance ac-
tivites that benefits from the recovery of traceability links between different software artifacts
[15, 16]. This activities include bug localization, feature/concept location and developer iden-
tification.
Bug localization is a special problem of finding traceability information [17] from
external artifacts of the software and internal artifacts, such as the source code [1, 10, 11, 5,
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18, 19], because we want to recover a trace from the bug description artifact to the source
code that encompasses the bug. Another software maintenance activity that is similar to
bug localization is feature (concept) location [20] and several solutions based on information
retrieval are applied to this problem [21, 22].
Antoniol et al. [10] have shown that probabilistic and vector IR methods provides a
feasible technique to recover traceability links semi-automatically between code and docu-
mentation. They demonstrate the benefits of the IR engines against grep brute force. Marcus
and Maletic [3] have shown that LSI performs at least as well as Antoniol’s previous meth-
ods, and still has some benefits in source code processing. Marcus et al. [6] also apply LSI
to concept location. This paper focuses especially on the analysis of semi-automatically gen-
erated queries, which is possible because of the ability of LSI indicate similar terms of the
source code for a user defined term. This paper also have demonstrate benefits of LSI against
grep.
Recently, De Lucia et al. [4] found evidences that the IR engine is an influence factor
on the retrieval accuracy achieved by the software engineers. Hayes et al. [18] propose
enhancements to a classical vector space model engine. The enhancements are basically
based on introducing key-phrases (compound terms) into the vocabulary and introducing a
thesaurus that allows some level of similarity between terms. As a matter of fact, the LSI
approach naturally provide a kind of “latent" similarity and in our approach when we use the
both method and class names and also their fragments, we are taking into account some form
of compound terms.
Lukins et al. [8] studies LDA (latent Dirichlet allocation) as a new alternative for the
IR engine. They argue that LDA provides better performance results than LSI because the
number of methods to encounter the first method with bug is systematically smaller using
LDA than using LSI. In fact, the results provided in this paper could also be used as hypoth-
esis and analyzed for LDA. In our study, we also provided a systematic manner to extract
the query terms from the bug description. The bug query may have a dramatic influence on
the quality of the results, in the same way that bad queries have a similar influence when
obtaining information from search engines in the web.
The use of dynamic information has been extensively applied to problems of program
comprehension [13]. Execution traces constitute one of the most important source of informa-
tion for dynamic analysis. In particular, the problem of feature location has largely benefit of
the analysis of execution traces. A seminal work that relates the analysis of execution trace
and feature location is Software Reconnaissance[23]. Some works have introduced filters
based on execution traces to enhance IR-based approaches for feature location. Poshyvanyk
et al. [5] have proposed PROMESIR combining Statistic Probabilistic Ranking - SPR and
LSI. They combine the LSI and SPR rankings of source code elements. The SPR approach is
based on execution traces captured during the execution scenarios associated with a feature.
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The approach proposed in this paper does not produce other ranking than the LSI ranking, but
use the execution scenarios to filter the corpus. In some sense, both have the same intent to
use the execution scenarios to increase the accuracy of the approach. Moreover, our filtering
approach also has the benefit of improving performance with corpus reduction. Their paper
does not report on special weighting functions.
Several techniques have been proposed to enhance the results of LSI for bug localiza-
tion and feature location. Sheng [24] proposed an enhancement to LSI based on the informa-
tion of the static call graph extracted from the source code. They have shown improvements,
but still they have introduced additional parameters to the technique. Another work that use
different techniques on execution trace information to enhance the result of feature location
is based on data fusion and web mining techniques [25]. They propose the additional filtering
of IR based ranks using web mining algorithms, such as HITS [26] and PageRank [27], to
further eliminate methods that are present in all features or are highly specific to a feature.
Those algorithms are executed on graphs derive from the binary or frequency of method calls
in the execution trace. Although the idea of using special filters to enhance the IR technique
is not new [2, 5, 28], it is important to note that the focus of those work was not to study the
characteristics and the impact of the use of different combinations of parameters, weighting
functions, stop-words or corpus filters. We have shown that there is not necessarily one best
parameter value, regardless the other parameters.
8 Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a study on how the parameterization of the LSI tech-
nique for bug localization can influence its performance and accuracy. We designed an exper-
iment to analyze several possible combinations of input parameters and observed that there is
no best combination of parameter for general use. Moreover, we recommended a configura-
tion that can be used as the default option for bug localization tools based on LSI approach in
the cases where the software engineering cannot perform some experimentation to calibrate
the parameter values for a specific system (see Table 5).
Specifically, we have shown that for JEdit a weighting mechanism for terms of method
names would be an important decision, while a weighting mechanism for terms of class
names does not have a major influence. For ArgoUML, the terms of class names have an
important influence. As a matter of fact, we can suggest that in JEdit method names are
more semantically aligned to the user vocabulary than class names. In ArgoUML that class
names are more aligned than the method names. Although, the literature generally already
reinforces the importance of meaningful identifiers in the source code, our results also reveal
the special importance of careful choice of class and method names in the implementation
when the proposed weighting functions are applied.
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Another conclusion is that corpus filtering mechanisms also have an important influ-
ence on the performance and accuracy of the LSI approach. Indeed, we have shown that the
proposed approach to filter the corpus based on both 1) the execution traces related to the bug
reproduction (ET), and 2) the regular filter of documents using query terms (QTL) has shown
important benefits for the LSI approach.
Moreover, as future work the proposed weighting functions and filters can also be
applied to other IR engines, and special mechanisms that helps the software engineering to
tailor the query could be incorporated as well.
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